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“Where are you from?” and “What kind of name is 
that?”: Obligatory Conversations and the 

Regulation of Belonging in Canada
This talk will explore how belonging is negotiated in “obligatory conversations”, in which first and 
second generation immigrants to Canada are interrogated or feel obliged to explain themselves to 
members of dominant groups. Obligatory conversations may begin with questions including: 
“Where are you from?”, “What kind of name is that?”, “Do you speak X language?”, “How long 
have you been here?”, “What kind of work do you do?” These questions typically emerge during 
small talk in initial meetings and are prompted by factors such as physical appearance, a foreign 
accent, or a marked ethnic name. The analysis will show how repeated interactions involving 
obligatory conversations work to regulate belonging and non-belonging to ethnic, national, racial, 
linguistic and other social categories. It will then demonstrate how moral evaluations of 
obligatory conversations as racist, friendly or insignificant are used in the construction of 
particular identities in other contexts. What do we say (or not say) to new people we meet? How 
do we respond when obligatory conversations are initiated? And what do the answers to those 
questions say about who we are?

Thursday, March 9, 2017
4:00 pm, SSC 5220   

Refreshments at 3:30pm in SSC 5230
All Welcome! 

For More Information email: mer@uwo.ca


